Introduction
Estimation of Gene Regulatory Network (GRN) from gene expression time series data is a major research in Bioinformatics. One of the main estimation method is calculating the parameters of differential equation models. Various models such as S-system, Linear model, Weaver model, and SDE model are proposed to date [2, 3, 4] .
In existing research, it is assumed that a specific differential equation model is proper to estimate from the gene expression data. For example, SDE model is used assuming that it is proper for the measured data. However, there is another problem which is not discussed well. As can be seen from the condition that there are various proposed models to date, there are problems that which model is proper to estimate. For example, SOS network of DNA repair network E.coli and Rat develpment of cervical spinal cord are estimated by S-system, second order ordinary differential equation model, Weaver model and Linear model. On another front, AdaBoost, a machine learning method which integrates plural estimation algorithms and improves the accuracy in total, gets a lot of attention and is used in various areas of research. In Bioinformatics, it has been used in classification of diseases such as cancer and its effectiveness has been confirmed. Considering the present situation of GRN estimation research, that is, the condition that there are plural estimation methods, applying AdaBoost seems to have a beneficial effect. Consequently, we tried to apply AdaBoost.
Method and Results

Settings of AdaBoost
We use AdaBoost.R which utilizes each sampling point of gene expression time series data as a training data [1] . AdaBoost.R calculates the loss function of each learning machine from the regression result. Learning machines are Linear model, Weaver model, and SDE model. Additionally, Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), and Bayes Information Criteria (BIC) has been used for criteria of calculating parameters of models. In this research, AIC, BIC and Hannan-Quinn IC are used. So the number of learning machine is 9(=3models ×3IC).
Settings of Experiment
In order to evaluate the performance of AdaBoost, we conducted the experiment using the artificial network shown in Figure 1 . As shown in Figure 1 , the time series data of gene X 1 , X 4 are generated by Liner model, X 2 is by Weaver model and X 3 , X 5 are by SDE model. The number of time sample is 20. This network is a difficult problem to estimate accurately using only one model. 
Result
Estimated network by AdaBoost and evaluation indexes by all learning machines are shown in Figure 2 and Table1. The solid and dashed lines in Figure 2 mean the estimated regulations correctly and wrongly. The wrong regulations X 3 X 2 X 4 X 2 X 5 X 2 has been detected.
However almost all correct regulations has been detected except X 2 X 3 . Sensitivity and Specificity of AdaBoost is 0.92 and 0.77. As can be seen from Figure 2 and Table1, the performance of AdaBoost have been improved comparing to those of the learning machines. 
